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NLT DELEGATION FRANCAISE DU CONGRESS JUIF MONDIAL EN FRANCE

78 AV DES CHAMPS ELYSEES PARIS8

WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS INDORSES POSITION TAKEN BY

ZIONIST ACTIONS COMMITTEE ON UNSCOP MAJORITY REPORT STOP URGE YOU
ASK YOUR GOVERNMENT INSTRUCT REPRESENTATIVES TO UNITEDNATIONS
SUPPORT COMMITTEE MAJORITY OPINION ALONG THESE LINES STOP
ALSO URGE DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATIVES GREAT POWERS IN YOUR
COUNTRY ADOPT SAME POSITION STOP YOUR ACTION SHOULD BE
RELEASED FOR PUBLICATION UNITED STATES NEWS AGENCIES AND
PAPERS STOP CABLE WHAT DONE

WISE

CFM 78 8
Comité Cristiano Pro-Palestina respetuosamente pide el apoyo de los Estados Unidos al plan mayoritario UNSCOP ante asamblea general ONU. Delegación Guatemala suscribió ese plan en nombre justicia hacia martirizado pueblo Judío.

V. Manuel Gutierrez
Secretario General

Copy of telegram sent by Christian Committee pro-Palestine to President Harry S. Truman, Washington
The following message was received "VIA MACKAY RADIO"

R/QO BT 150

BOGOTA 47 15

NLT JEWISH WORLD CONGRESS (10/31/69).

NEW YORK

FEDERACION SIONISTA COLOMBIA STRONGLY REJECTS YOUR CABLE SENT IN EXISTING COMITE CENTRAL CONSIDERING IT DANGEROUS INTERFERENCE WITH RESPONSABILITIES JEWAGENCY AND CONTRADICTORY RESOLUTION ZURICH NOT ACCEPT NOR REFUSE UNSCOP RECOMMENDATIONS BEFORE DECISION UNO COPY OF THIS CABLE WILL BE SENT ALL LATAMERICAN SIONIST FEDERATIONS ORS ON

not censored on cable shell
SIRVA SE TRANSMITIR EL SIGUIENTE TELEGRAMA, DE CONFORMIDAD CON LAS CONDICIONES AL DORSO DEL FORMULARIO ORDINARIO, A LAS CUALES CONSIENTO SOMETERME

NLT SECRETARY OF STATE
HON. GEORGE C. MARSHALL
STATE DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON DC

THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF GUATEMALA RESPECTFULLY URGES THAT UNITED STATES TAKE THE LEAD IN SUPPORTING THE HUMANITARIAN UNSCOP MAJORITY PLAN BEFORE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF UNO RECOMMENDING EARLY ESTABLISHMENT OF A SOVEREIGN JEWISH STATE

SOCIEDAD ISRAELITA DE GUATEMALA
CENTRO HEBREO
SOCIEDAD MAGUEN DAVID

Enrique Engel

8a. Av. Sur No. 7, Ciudad
SVR/Fr RG487 ATHINAI 70 12 2100
NLT DOCTOR WISE PRESIDENT WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS NEW YORK
IN NAME OF ALL THE JEWS OF GREECE WE KINDLY ASK YOU TO
INTERVENE WITH HIS EXCELLENCY PRESIDENT TRUMAN ASKING HIM TO
SUPPORT STRONGLY THE DECISION TAKEN BY THE MAJORITY OF UNSCOP
RECOMMENDING THE CREATION OF AN AUTONOMOUS JEWISH STATE IN
LAND OF ISRAEL WHICH IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE SOLUTION OF THE
DESPERATE JEWISH PROBLEM

CHIEF RABBI OF ATHENS ELIAS P. BARILAI

Telephone: HAnover 2-1811
Form 112 TA 23-R
SWN735  STOCKHOLM 65 17 1725

NLT PRESIDENT DR. STEPHEN WISE WORLDGRESS NEW YORK

THE UNDERSIGNED DOCTOR MARCUS EHRENPRESS CHIEF RABBI IN STOCKHOLM AND DOCENT HUGO VALENTIN PRESIDENT OF THE SIONISTIC ORGANISATION IN SWEDEN PLEAS FERVENTLY FOR RESOLUTION CARRIED BY THE MAJORITY OF UNSCOP REGARDING EARLY ESTABLISHMENT SOVEREIGN JEWISH STATE IN PALESTINE STOP WE IMPOIRE YOU TO INTERCEDE WITH PRESIDENT TRUMAN AND STATES SECRETARY MARSHALL TO THAT END

MARCUS EHRENPRESS HUGO VALENTIN, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

CFM SWN735

COPYED

R. Marcus
CAB265

SEP 16 1947

CABLES TODAY GENERAL MARSHALL CHINA JEWRY REPRESENTED BY JEWISH WORLD CONGRESS CHINA SECTION APPEALING YOUR EXCELLENCY SUPPORT GENERAL ASSEMBLY UNITED NATIONS JEWISH NATIONAL CLAIMS INDEPENDENT JEWISH STATEHOOD IN PALESTINE STOP ASKING RESPECTFULLY USE US GOVERNMENTS DOMINATING INFLUENCE IMPLEMENT DECISION INDEPENDENT JEWISH STATEHOOD PALESTINE AND SHARE RESPONSIBILITY IMPLEMENTATION STOP APPEALING NAME ALL JEWS HELP FOR UNHAPPY SURVIVORS WHO AFTER TWO YEARS OF PEACE HAVE NO OTHER HOPE BUT INDEPENDENT JEWISH PALESTINE STOP YOUR EXCELLENCE CYS AND GOVERNMENTS SUPPORT ESSENTIAL AND OUR ONLY HOPE STOP RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS CHINA SECTION

COPIED
Received at 64 Broadway Street, New York 4, N.Y.

IAT 1727 ROMA 77/76 12 1820 1/51/50 Via RCA

NLT WISE WORLDGRESS NEW YORK =

DISPATCHED TODAY CABLE SECRETARY STATE MARSHALL REQUESTING US APPROVE GENERAL LINES UNSCOP MAJORITY REPORT PROPOSE APPROVAL BY UNO ASSEMBLY AND ASSUME RESPONSIBILITIES FOR POLITICALLY

SAFEGUARDING AND MATERIAL IMPLEMENTATION DECISIONS ASSEMBLY

STOP REQUEST CONGRESS URGE US AUTHORITIES EARLY ESTABLISHMENT JEWISH STATE START LARGE SCALE IMMIGRATION ORDER ALLEVIATE TRAGIC ...

Copied
Radiogram
RCA Communications, Inc.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
Between Important U.S. Cities
To Ships At Sea

Received at 64 Broad Street, New York 4, At ________________ Standard Time

Via RCA

IAT 1727 NLT 2/26 =

Plight Brethren Languishing Camps Stop Consider Minority
Report Unacceptable for Lack Guarantee Immigration Equality

Liberty =

David Prato Chief Rabbi Raffaele Cantoni President
Union Italian Jewish Communities...

Copied

Telephone: HAnover 2-1811

To secure prompt action on inquiries, this original RADIOGRAM should be presented at the office of RCA COMMUNICATIONS, Inc. In telephone inquiries quote the number preceding the place of origin.
BNW2660 ANTWERPEN 702 2040

SALT STEPHEN WISE PRESIDENT WJC WORLDJRESS NEW YORK

CONSEIL ASSOCIATIONS JUIVES BELGIQUE REPRESENTING MAJORITY
OF ORGANIZED JEWS IN BELGIUM DECIDED INSISTING UPON UNITED
STATES REPRESENTATIVES IN UNO FOR ADOPTION MAJORITY REPORT OF
UNSCO OP STOP WE CABLED SECRETARY STATE MARSHALL URGING US
TAKE LEAD SUPPORTING THIS PLAN BEFORE ASSEMBLY STOP WE HOPE

BNW2660 NLT STEPHEN PAGE TWO

YOU INTERVENTION PRESIDENT TRUMAN WILL HELP STRENGTHEN AMERICAN
ACTION PROVIDING REALIZATION SOVEREIGN JEWISH STATE IN PALESTINE

NICO GUNZBURG CONSEIL CHAIRMAN
Via Radio-Suisse

President Henry Truman

Washington

Swiss Christian Jewish Council against Antisemitism appeals earnestly to you, Mr. President, for intervention of US-Government at the UNO in sense of UNSCOP-recommendation for establishment of Jewish State in Palestine. Such Jewish State would greatly help to end the terrible sufferings of the sorely tried Jewish people

Professor Dr. Erich Bickel president

Dr. Paul Vogt former person for refugees in Switzerland

Paul Zigerli member of Swiss Parliament
Frau Gertrud Kurz in charge of many international aid works
Professor William Rappard Geneva University
Dr. Hans Ornstein secretary
IN CRUCIAL MOMENT FOR PALESTINES FUTURE WE GRATEFULLY REMEMBER POLITICAL AND MORAL UNITED STATES SUPPORT OF JEWISH PALESTINE EFFORTS STOP WE STRESS HARMFULL CONSEQUENCES OF THE FACT THAT IN POSTWAR PERIOD SOLUTION OF PALESTINE PROBLEM HAS BEEN POSTPONED STOP THE TRAGIC FATE OF JEWISH DISPLACED PERSONS IN GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN CAMPS WHICH INDUCED PRESIDENT TRUMAN IN 1945 TO RECOMMEND ADMISSION OF 160,000 JEWS INTO PALESTINE IS STILL UNCHANGED AND NUMBER OF JEWISH DISPLACED PERSONS HAS MEANWHILE EVEN CONSIDERABLY INCREASED STOP EXODUS TRAGEDY WITNESSES INTOLERABLE ACTUAL SITUATION PROVING SIMULTANEOUSLY UNSHAKEN STRIVING OF HOMELESS JEWS TO REACH PROMISED NATIONAL HOME STOP UNSCOP MAJORITY PROPOSAL GRANTING DEVELOPMENT OF JEWISH STATE IN PART OF PALESTINE DOES NOT FULFILL ALL JUSTIFIED JEWISH HOPES BUT IS CONSIDERED FROM JEWISH SIDE AS SUITABLE BASIS FOR DISCUSSION OF FINAL SOLUTION PALESTINE PROBLEM STOP WE THEREFORE APPEAL TO YOU TO USE YOUR INFLUENCE TO OBTAIN FROM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT SUPPORT OF UNSCOP MAJORITY PROPOSAL IN UNO GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND ITS READINESS TO SHARE RESPONSIBILITY IN CARRYING OUT OF THIS PLAN STOP ON THIS OCCASION WE EXPRESS OUR DEEP GRATITUDE FOR THE HUMAN UNDERSTANDING YOU ALWAYS PROVED TO THE JEWISH CAUSE STOP UNION OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES IN SWITZERLAND THE PRESIDENT DR. GEORGES BRUNSCHVIG
The following message was received "VIA COMMERCIAL"

1ER. LF42 PARIS 26 26TH.

NLT WORLDGRESS NEW YORK

DELEGATION FRANCAISE WJC UNANIMENT EXPRIME SA SOLIDARITE AVEC
AGENCE JUIVE DANS ACTION MENEE AUPRES UNO EN VUE SOLUTION JUSTE
DEMOCRATIQUE PROBLEME PALESTINIEN

WORLDGRESS.